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A dogged police inspector and an insightful
young psychiatrist match wits with depraved
criminal minds in this acclaimed mystery series
set in Freud’s Vienna. In glittering turn-of-thecentury Vienna, brutal instinct and refined
intellect fight for supremacy. The latest, most
disturbing example: the mysterious and savage
death of a young cadet in the most elite of
military academies, St. Florian’s. Even using his
cutting-edge investigative techniques, Detective
Inspector Oskar Rheinhardt cannot crack the
school’s closed and sadistic world. He must
again enlist the aid of his frequent ally, Dr. Max
Liebermann, an expert in Freudian psychology.
But how can Liebermann help when he a crisis
of his own: handling his conflicted and
forbidden feelings for two different women, one
a former patient? As the case unfolds, powerful
forces will stop at nothing to keep a dark secret.
A notorious serial killer is back An edgy female
police detective. An ambitious FBI special
agent. Together they are at the heart of the
ticking-clock investigation into a psychopathic
murderer. The bond they forge in this crucible
sets the stage for high-stakes suspense.
Detective Kara Quinn is on an early morning jog
in Liberty Lake when she discovers the body of a
young nurse. The manner of death reveals a
highly controlled rage. Word quickly reaches
FBI special agent Matt Costa that this murder
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fits the profile of the elusive Triple Killer, who
compulsively strikes every three years, targeting
three victims, each three days apart. This time
they have a chance to stop him. But only if they
can decipher the meaning of his pattern to
figure out who he is and where he is hiding
before he strikes again. The stakes have never
been higher, because if they fail, one of their
own team may be next… Don’t miss Tell No Lies,
the next page-turning thriller from New York
Times bestselling author Allison Brennan!
SUNDAY TIMES CRIME BOOK OF THE MONTH
FEATURED IN THE TIMES' BEST CRIME
BOOKS ROUND-UP 2021 A remote island. A
brutal murder. A secret hidden in the past . . .
In the middle of the North Sea, between the UK
and Denmark, lies the beautiful and rugged
island nation of Doggerland. Detective Inspector
Karen Eiken Hornby has returned to the main
island, Heimö, after many years in London and
has worked hard to become one of the few
female police officers in Doggerland. So, when
she wakes up in a hotel room next to her boss,
Jounas Smeed, she knows she's made a big
mistake. But things are about to get worse: later
that day, Jounas's ex-wife is found brutally
murdered. And Karen is the only one who can
give him an alibi. The news sends shockwaves
through the tight-knit island community, and
with no leads and no obvious motive for the
murder, Karen struggles to find the killer in a
race against time. Soon she starts to suspect
that the truth might lie in Doggerland's history.
And the deeper she digs, the clearer it becomes
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that even small islands can hide deadly secrets .
. . 'This first novel in a proposed trilogy has
terrific characters as well as effectively
inventing a new genre, Anglo-Nordic noir' JOAN
SMITH, SUNDAY TIMES 'A cracking police
procedural set in a richly described isolated
island community' IRISH INDEPENDENT 'A
suspenseful and intriguing story that combines
the best of British crime writing tradition with
Nordic noir. Doggerland is a unique and
alluring universe that I can't wait to revisit'
CAMILLA GREBE
Newbery Honor–winning author Gennifer
Choldenko deftly combines humor, tragedy,
fascinating historical detail, and a medical
mystery in this exuberant new novel. San
Francisco, 1900. The Gilded Age. A fantastic
time to be alive for lots of people . . . but not
thirteen-year-old Lizzie Kennedy, stuck at Miss
Barstow’s snobby school for girls. Lizzie’s secret
passion is science, an unsuitable subject for
finishing-school girls. Lizzie lives to go on house
calls with her physician father. On those visits
to his patients, she discovers a hidden dark side
of the city—a side that’s full of secrets, rats, and
rumors of the plague. The newspapers, her
powerful uncle, and her beloved papa all deny
that the plague has reached San Francisco. So
why is the heart of the city under quarantine?
Why are angry mobs trying to burn Chinatown
to the ground? Why is Noah, the Chinese cook’s
son, suddenly making Lizzie question everything
she has known to be true? Ignoring the rules of
race and class, Lizzie and Noah must put the
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pieces together in a heart-stopping race to save
the people they love. Winner of a Los Angeles
Public Library FOCAL (Friends of Children and
Literature) Award Nominated for: Pennsylvania
Young Reader’s Choice Awards Tennessee
Volunteer State Book Award (Middle School
division) Missouri Association of School
Librarians (MASL) Readers Award California
Library Association’s Beatty Award, Eureka List
‘Great characters, great plot and a totally
dazzling finish... Wonderful.’ NetGalley
reviewer, 5 stars
Fatal Heat
A Gripping Detective Thriller Full of Suspense
Cutting Edge
Silent Stalker
A Rockton Novel
BIG DIE COUNTRY Joanna Sutton can cope with
the fierce winter storm bearing down on the
small rural community of Centennial Valley,
Montana; the popular romance writer has
survived much worse in life. Haunted by the
loss of her husband and child, Jo has found
refuge at her family’s secluded lodge, but
her haven soon becomes a hell. During the
ferocious blizzard, a local Boy Scout troop
is stranded in the wilderness, compelling Jo
to spearhead a desperate rescue mission,
aided by a newly arrived stranger with an
unknown agenda. Meanwhile, Sheriff Tyler
McBride hears that three escaped convicts are
fast approaching Big Sky Country. Hoping to
warn Jo, he faxes over the men’s mug shots.
But they never reach their intended
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recipient. Then Tyler makes a shocking
discovery: Two people are dead, and a killer
is among the group, along with the woman
Tyler loves, searching for his lost son. More
than one innocent life is at stake. For the
sake of those Jo cares about most, and for
her own survival, she’ll need all the
cunning, courage, and passion she can muster
to survive the mounting terror.
She's made her bed, and now he's lying dead
in it... Mackenzie, Robin and Lily have been
inseparable since college. Twenty years on,
they all live in the same neighbourhood with
their perfect homes, perfect families,
perfect lives. But in their idyllic suburban
town, no one truly knows what goes on behind
closed doors. For each of these women is
crumbling under the weight of a secret, a
betrayal, a lie. And when the worst happens,
will the unbreakable bond of their friendship
survive, though it's started to fray at the
edges? One dead husband. Three women with
motives. And they're all best friends who
have each other's backs - or do they...? A
sharp, twisty and utterly addictive suspense
novel that is perfect for anyone who loved
Big Little Lies by Liane Moriarty, I Invited
Her In by Adele Parks and The Last Mrs
Parrish by Liv Constantine.
Against the seething political intrigues of
twelfth-century Europe, two royal heirs
surrender to passion as they vie for the
English throne. At nine, Maud, an English
princess, was sent to Germany to become the
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bride of the Holy Roman Emperor—a political
alliance with a man her father’s age. At
twenty-five, the widowed Maud must marry once
again, this time to fourteen-year-old
Geoffrey Plantagenet. But it is with Stephen
of Blois, Maud’s fiercest rival for the
British throne, that the headstrong princess
discovers the true meaning of desire.
Stephen, a descendant of William the
Conqueror, believes absolutely in his Godgiven right to rule. Torn between his illicit
passion for Maud and his own towering
ambition, he knows he must choose. Stephen’s
decision will wrench him from the arms of the
woman he loves, ignite civil war, and lead to
a shattering act of betrayal that, decades
later, will come full circle and change the
course of English history.
Risk everything . . . for love with this #1
New York Times bestseller. What if you
couldn’t touch anything in the outside world?
Never breathe in the fresh air, feel the sun
warm your face . . . or kiss the boy next
door? In Everything, Everything, Maddy is a
girl who’s literally allergic to the outside
world, and Olly is the boy who moves in next
door . . . and becomes the greatest risk
she’s ever taken. My disease is as rare as it
is famous. Basically, I’m allergic to the
world. I don’t leave my house, have not left
my house in seventeen years. The only people
I ever see are my mom and my nurse, Carla.
But then one day, a moving truck arrives next
door. I look out my window, and I see him.
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He's tall, lean and wearing all black—black Tshirt, black jeans, black sneakers, and a
black knit cap that covers his hair
completely. He catches me looking and stares
at me. I stare right back. His name is Olly.
Maybe we can’t predict the future, but we can
predict some things. For example, I am
certainly going to fall in love with Olly.
It’s almost certainly going to be a disaster.
Everything, Everything will make you laugh,
cry, and feel everything in between. It's an
innovative, inspiring, and heartbreakingly
romantic debut novel that unfolds via
vignettes, diary entries, illustrations, and
more. And don’t miss Nicola Yoon's The Sun Is
Also A Star, the #1 New York Times bestseller
in which two teens are brought together just
when it seems like the universe is sending
them in opposite directions.
After a cyber-philandering sociopath is
murdered, Ali Reynolds risks her life to find
the true killer when her good friend becomes
the prime suspect. By the best-selling author
of Trial by Fire. Reprint.
Fatal Identity
A Novel of Suspense
A Novel
The Daily Show (The Book)
Deadly Connection

After her sister drowns, Ryan McCauley is haunted by
the dead girl’s past Two sisters walk through a snowy
wood, collecting pinecones for Christmas decorations.
Something has frightened Marisa, and she’s about to
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explain it to Ryan, her younger sister, when she steps
onto a patch of thin ice. Marisa plummets into the frigid
water below, and though Ryan tries to save her, there’s
nothing she can do. Even though the accident wasn’t her
fault, Ryan is consumed by guilt. But guilt is not what she
should be afraid of. Three weeks after Marisa’s death,
Ryan sees her everywhere. At night she feels something
following her, but when she turns around there’s nothing
there. A creepy college friend of Marisa’s shows up at
Ryan’s house, and her mother asks him to stay through
Christmas. To free herself of guilt, Ryan must unlock
Marisa’s terrible secret—before death takes her too. This
ebook features an illustrated biography of Richie
Tankersley Cusick including rare photos and neverbefore-seen documents from the author’s personal
collection.
From USA Today bestselling author Pamela Crane
comes an addictively readable domestic suspense
novel… Mackenzie, Robin, and Lily have been
inseparable forever, sharing life’s ups and downs and
growing even closer as the years have gone by. They
know everything about each other. Or so they believe.
Nothing could come between these three best friends . . .
Except for a betrayal. Nothing could turn them against
each other . . . Except for a terrible past mistake. Nothing
could tear them apart . . . Except for murder.
When Nora English discovers that a victim at the scene
of a suspicious fire at a bio-tech firm was killed prior to
the accident, she reluctantly teams up with the
company's security specialist to counter an antitechnology group.
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When a homeless veteran is murdered, FBI special
agent Megan Elliott becomes involved in a national task
force investigating a series of sadistic killings, and she
enters into a reluctant alliance with soldier-for-hire Jack
Kincaid.
To commit the perfect murder, you need the perfect
cover.On an icy morning, a mother wakes to find her
daughter's blood-soaked body frozen to the road. Who
would carry out such a killing on the victim's
doorstep?Straight off her last harrowing case, Detective
Erika Fosteris feeling fragile but determined to lead the
investigation. As she sets to work, she finds reports of
assaults in the same quiet South London suburb where
the woman was killed. One chilling detail links them to
the murder victim - they were all attacked by a figure in
black wearing a gas mask. Erika is on the hunt for a killer
with a terrifying calling card. The case gets more
complicated when she uncovers a tangled web of
secrets surrounding the death of the beautiful young
woman. Yet just as Erika begins to piece the clues
together, she is forced to confront painful memories of
her past. Erika must dig deep, stay focused and find the
killer. Only this time, one of her own is in terrible
danger... From the global million-copy bestselling author
comes a totally heart-racing, hold-your-breath read that
will keep you hooked until the very last page.Read what
everyone is saying about DEADLY SECRETS:'It was
absolutely brilliant!... the story keeps you in suspense
right to the end with more red herrings than you can
shake a stick at. I honestly didn't guess who it was until
the reveal actually happened, and loved the twist - very
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cleverly done!' Stardust Book Reviews'I love how the
author doesn't give anything away and kept me guessing
throughout. I truly had no idea who could be behind the
killings and when all is revealed, with some shocking
twists, it won't be what you are expecting! ...a thrilling
and addictive read that chilled me to the bone.' By the
Letter Book Reviews 'Simply Splendid!! This is another
fabulous story by Robert Bryndza. He certainly has a
talent when it comes to writing entertaining thrillers.'
Goodreads Reviewer 'This newest installment has
exactly the same high quality of writing, plot
development, twists and the healthy dose of suspense
and action I have become used to with this series. I
found myself hooked right from the very first page as
there is just something about the writing that draws you
right in.' It's All About Books 'Another amazing story with
lots of twists and turns you don't see coming. Cannot
wait for the next one.' Trish's Blog'Once again it's a
fantastic read, read in one day and had a major book
hangover afterwards!... I love this series; the characters
are very well developed and relatable.' Goodreads
Reviewer'
Tempting Evil
An Oral History as Told by Jon Stewart, the
Correspondents, Staff and Guests
Desperate Girls
First Book in the Feylawn Chronicles
Deadly Secrets
After moving to the small town of Dovesbury, Scott
Stapleton is shocked to discover a hidden diary that details
the abusive childhood of a young girl. Disturbed at its
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contents, he seeks the truth of its author, fourteen-year-old
Carren Cane, who lived in his house decades earlier. In this
fast-paced novel by Martin Hayes, Scott is soon pulled into a
vicious web of deception and intrigue when he begins to
realize the Fatal Secrets the sleepy town of Dovesbury is
hiding. As Scott fights to bring justice to the long-departed
Carren, he finds himself a suspect in the town's latest
homicide. The few he believes he can trust turn on him.
Alone, he fights to survive, unsure of the motivations of his
new love. He must overcome the tight grip of the town's
lawless officials to solve the two murders before he
becomes yet another of Dovesbury's Fatal Secrets.
She may be smart and beautiful, but she’s also standing
between him and a very lucrative item he needs to
“recover” in this African-American love story that blends
passion with action that is sure to thrill romance readers.
She just witnessed her uncle’s murder, she’s running for her
life, and now Dr. Katelyn Lyda is face-to-face with a
breathtaking man who could be her salvation. Tall, sexy, his
eyes full of mysterious promises, he seems to have the
answer she needs. It’s too bad Sebastian Caine is one of the
bad guys . . . A “recovery specialist” skilled at separating
prized possessions from their owners, Sebastian is after an
ancient relic. But he reconsiders the job when he finds
himself staring at the wrong end of a gun. The beautiful
lady with her finger on the trigger seems to have everything
he needs—and not just the artifact. Sebastian’s conscience
has never bothered him before—but then he has never
wanted any woman more. With her life in jeopardy, Kat
wonders how far she can trust Sebastian Caine . . . how long
she can resist him . . . and dare she fall in love?
"For my baby's safety, I must give her up…" An old letter is
all Kristin Perry has of her birth mother. When the Witness
Protection Program couldn't keep mother or daughter safe,
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the woman fled "underground." With the help of private
investigator Zane Black, Kristin tries to track her down.
Instead, though, she finds herself the target of a series of
deadly "accidents." Zane's still searching for her missing
mother—but now Kristin's starting to wonder if her family
reunion will be the death of them all….
DEAD MAN RUNNING Sentenced to death for crimes he
didn’t commit, ex-cop Tom O’Brien is now a hunted fugitive.
After fifteen years in prison, he’s determined to prove his
innocence–but first he must convince his daughter, whose
testimony helped put him behind bars, that he has damning
evidence of a plot to frame him. Claire is no longer the
naïve teenager who arrived home to find her mother and
her mother’s lover shot dead and her father holding the
murder weapon. She’s a successful fraud investigator who
assumes everyone lies. Though Claire is convinced of her
father’s guilt, curiosity propels her to look into the
disappearance of a law student who claimed to have proof
of Tom’s innocence. But seeking answers only leads to more
questions, reinforcing Claire’s belief that there’s no one left
to trust. Obsessed with the O’Brien case, FBI agent Mitch
Bianchi befriends Claire under false pretenses, certain that
Tom is not only innocent but in grave danger–and not just
from the cops. As the three race toward the truth, a
murderous conspiracy tightens its noose–and Claire
becomes the target of an ice-cold psychopath who will kill to
protect his secrets.
Edgar Award Finalist: A job in a manor-house library gives
Robin more than she bargained for. All Robin wants is a parttime job. A friend has invited her on a Florida vacation that
promises to be the trip of a lifetime, and Robin needs
money for airfare. The ad on the school bulletin board is
irresistible: “Get Rich Quick,” it promises, and Robin can’t
say no. Her new employer is the patriarch of the Swanson
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family, a wealthy bunch of weirdos who recently moved into
Manorwood, a stately mansion that has been empty for as
long as Robin can remember. Now its libraries are full of
books that Robin must organize—books that belonged to a
woman named Lilith who died in a gruesome suicide. Robin
doesn’t think she can trust the Swansons, including Parker
Swanson, heir to the family fortune and most popular boy in
school. And when Robin finds a clump of bloody hair in the
backyard, she begins to fear that the Swansons’ evil past is
not past at all. This ebook features an illustrated biography
of Richie Tankersley Cusick including rare photos and neverbefore-seen documents from the author’s personal
collection.
Chasing Secrets
The Book of Fatal Errors
Fatal Secrets
The Third to Die

#1 New York Times bestseller Kelley Armstrong returns
to the captivating town of Rockton in The Deepest of
Secrets, the next installment in one of the most
imaginative crime series on shelves today. "This is a
series that covers all the bases. ̶St. Louis Post
Dispatch It s not always easy to live in the hidden town
of Rockton, something Detective Casey Duncan knows
firsthand. Tucked away in the Yukon wilderness, the
community survives̶and thrives̶because the
residents' many secrets stay just that̶secret. But what
happens when these secrets start to come out?
Overnight, no one is safe. It s not a question of if your
secret will come out̶but when. Casey and her
boyfriend, Sheriff Eric Dalton, need to find the culprit
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while protecting those who have been thrust into the
spotlight. For a place built on privacy and new
beginnings, Rockton isn t handling these revelations
very well. People are turning on one another, and when
one of the loudest complainers turns up barely alive, it's
clear that their trickster is actually a murderer. The
threat of exposure is reaching its breaking point, and no
one knows what s going to happen next.
From New York Times bestselling author Kathy Reichs,
Grave Secrets is a bone-chilling Tempe Brennan novel of
international black marketeering, decades-old mass
murder, and contemporary homicide, now repackaged
in a new trade paperback edition. They are the
disappeared, twenty-three massacre victims buried in
a well in the Guatemalan village of Chupan Ya two
decades ago. Leading a team of experts on a meticulous,
heartbreaking dig, Tempe Brennan pieces together the
violence of the past. But a fresh wave of terror begins
when the horrific sounds of a fatal attack on two
colleagues come in on a blood-chilling satellite call.
Teaming up with Special Crimes Investigator Bartolomé
Galiano and Montreal detective Andrew Ryan, Tempe
quickly becomes enmeshed in the cases of four
privileged young women who have vanished from
Guatemala City̶and finds herself caught in deadly
territory where power, money, greed, and science
converge.
Ann Rule says, "Kathryn Casey is one of the best true
crime writers today"̶high praise indeed from the
author of a host of nonfiction New York Times
bestsellers including Green River and The Stranger
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Beside Me, the story of serial killer Ted Bundy. With
Deadly Little Secrets, Casey once again explores the
dark side of the Lone Star State, offering a riveting true
story of a murderous Texas preacher responsible for the
cold-blooded slaying of the mother of his children.
Meticulously researched and spellbindingly told, Deadly
Little Secrets pulls back the curtain on the horrific
crimes of a supposed man of God who was more
devoted to the Devil, and it demonstrates why such true
crime luminaries as Edgar® Award winner Carleton
Stowers and Gregg Olsen are confirmed Kathryn Casey
fans. And don't miss Kathryn Casey's latest book, Deliver
Us, a riveting account of the brutal murders of young
women in the I-45/Texas Killing Fields.
He nearly died in combat Grievously wounded, Max
Wright is no longer a SEAL. All he wants is to lick his
wounds at his beach house and snarl at the world. Then
his neighbor shows up on his doorstep. It s hard to
snarl at beautiful Paige Waring, who comes with a
ridiculously likeable dog. She falls for a wounded
warrior Beautiful and brilliant, Paige is focused on her
work as a geneticist, with no time for romance. But
when she and her dog run into Max, she sees the lonely,
shattered man behind the rugged exterior. Wounded or
not, he is the sexiest man she has ever seen and she falls
hard and fast. But when Paige's work becomes the
target of criminals out to get her, Max springs into
action. This tough-as-nails SEAL goes on one last
mission to save her. Will he lose his life to save the
woman he loves? Don't live in suspense - read it! Pick up
your copy of Fatal Heat right now! This book was
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originally published by Harpercollins.
Award-winning author Dashka Slater spins a tale of
friendship, magic, and eternal life in The Book of Fatal
Errors, an evocative and witty middle-grade fantasy.
Rufus doesn t just make mistakes ‒ he makes fatal
errors. Clumsy and awkward, he feels entrapped by his
teasing classmates and their constant laughter. But now
it is summer. Rufus is free. He roams the wildlands of
his grandfather s mysterious homestead, blissfully
unaware of the danger up ahead. And there is much
danger. Rufus and his snooty cousin Abigail soon
become entangled in the tantalizing world of the
feylings, mischievous fairly-like creatures desperate to
find their way home. In helping the feylings, Rufus
tumbles down a dark path rich with age-old secrets and
difficult truths. Any move he makes might be his final
fatal error. Or perhaps, his most spectacular beginning.
Little Deadly Secrets
Everything, Everything
The Last List of Miss Judith Kratt
The Minister, His Mistress, and a Heartless Texas
Murder
Grave Secrets

A young private investigator learns the price of
keeping deadly secrets when a vicious killer sets his
sights on her in this pulse-pounding thriller from the
USA TODAY and New York Times bestselling
author. Private investigator Kira Vance spends her
days navigating the intricate labyrinth of Houston’s
legal world, and she knows all of its shadowy players
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and dark secrets. On a seemingly normal day, she’s
delivering a report to her top client when suddenly
everything goes sideways and the meeting ends in a
bloodbath. Twenty-four hours later, the police have
no suspects but one thing is clear: a killer has Kira in
his sights. Fiercely independent, Kira doesn’t
expect—or want—help from anyone, least of all an
unscrupulous lawyer and his elite security team.
Instead, she launches her own investigation, hoping
to uncover the answers that have eluded the police.
But as Kira’s hunt for clues becomes more and
more perilous, she realizes that she alone may hold
the key to finding a vicious murderer. And she knows
she must take help wherever she can find it if she
wants to stay alive… Written with Laura Griffin’s
signature “gritty, imaginative, sexy” (Cindy Gerard,
New York Times bestselling author) style, Her
Deadly Secrets is an electrifying and scintillating
novel that packs a powerful punch.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete,
uncensored history of the award-winning The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its
correspondents, writers, and host. For almost
seventeen years, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart
brilliantly redefined the borders between television
comedy, political satire, and opinionated news
coverage. It launched the careers of some of today's
most significant comedians, highlighted the
hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23
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Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags,
controversies, and camaraderie will be chronicled by
the players themselves, from legendary host Jon
Stewart to the star cast members and writersincluding Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John
Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily
Show's most prominent guests and adversaries:
John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker
Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the
reader behind the curtain for all the show's
highlights, from its origins as Comedy Central's
underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's
succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the
24-hour political news cycle to become part of the
beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only
comedy but also commentary, with a reputation for
calling bullshit and an ability to effect real change in
the world. Through years of incisive election
coverage, passionate debates with President Obama
and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox,
and provocative takes on Wall Street and racism,
The Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone.
Now, for the first time, the people behind the show's
seminal moments come together to share their
memories of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations,
pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of Zen
both on and off the set of one of America's most
groundbreaking shows.
Thrown together by uncanny circumstances,
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songwriter Hannah Cassidy and TBI Agent Jake
Matheson set out to find the deadly connection
between them.
John Lescroart’s latest spectacular New York Times
bestseller explores the unexpected and shattering
consequences of a one-night stand on a seemingly
happily married couple—a “dark, disturbing, satisfying
read” (San Francisco Chronicle) that asks us to
consider how much we really know about the lives of
our closest friends. Fatal is John Lescroart’s most
highly acclaimed and biggest selling book in recent
years. As the Huffington Post raves, “Lescroart is a
master storyteller as he knows how to craft a plot
and how to create fully developed characters. In both
of these departments, this book comes across as
one of his best works.” When Kate Jameson
confesses to her oldest friend, Beth Tully, that she’s
obsessing about a married man she just met, Beth is
alarmed. As a San Francisco police detective, Beth
has seen time and again the destructive
repercussions of infidelity. But Kate, despite her
happy marriage and two wonderful children, can’t
get Peter Ash out of her head and initiates one
intense sexual encounter. Confident that her life can
now return to normal, Kate never considers that
Peter may not be so willing to move on. Six months
later, Peter Ash’s body washes up on a beach, and
Beth is assigned the case. As the pool of suspects
narrows and the mystery of who Peter Ash became
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during the final months of his life deepens, Beth is
forced to see that the prime suspect might have
been right in front of her the entire time. Fatal is
fresh proof that John Lescroart is “a true master of
the craft” (Associated Press) whose picture should
be “printed beside the definition of ‘spellbinding’ in
the dictionary” (Suspense Magazine).
Hailed as “a breakneck, jam-packed roller coaster of
an adventure” by J. K. Rowling, this New York
Times bestseller is the first installment in the
explosive tween fantasy series by famed Hollywood
director Chris Columbus (of Harry Potter fame) and
bestselling author Ned Vizzini (It’s Kind of a Funny
Story). Siblings Brendan, Eleanor, and Cordelia
Walker once had everything they could ever want.
But everything changed when Dr. Walker lost his job.
Now the family must relocate to an old Victorian
house, formerly the home of occult novelist Denver
Kristoff—a house that simultaneously feels creepy
and too good to be true. By the time the Walkers
realize that one of their neighbors has sinister plans
for them, they’re banished to a primeval forest way
off the grid. Bloodthirsty medieval warriors patrol the
woods around them, supernatural pirates roam the
neighboring seas, and a power-hungry queen rules
the land. To survive, the siblings will have to be
braver than they ever thought possible—and to fight
against their darkest impulses. The key may lie in
their own connection to the secret Kristoff legacy.
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But as they unravel that legacy, they’ll discover that
it’s not just their family that’s in danger . . . it’s the
entire world.
The Fatal Crown
Deadly Payoff
A Max Liebermann Mystery
One Perfect Morning
Fatal
Shocking family secrets come to light when a young woman is
murdered "If you read one detective thriller this year make it "Dead
Secret." I really couldn't put this mystery down. Great pace, welldeveloped characters with some very dark pasts." Ann Abrams "A
brilliant new detective writer who will have you reading all night. I
loved it." Chris Child Who killed Amy Hill? Amy Hill, a nineteen-yearold student, is strangled and her body dumped on open ground in the
city. New police partners, D.I. Jim Neal and D.S. Ava Merry are called
in to investigate this brutal crime. The last person to see Amy alive was
Simon, the son of a family friend, but before he can be properly
questioned he disappears. Detectives Neal and Merry are led on a trail
of shocking family secrets and crimes. Can this duo track down the
murderer before anyone else dies? Stopping this tragic cycle of violence
will put D.S. Merry's life at risk in a thrilling and heart-stopping finale.
If you like Angela Marsons, Rachel Abbott, Ruth Rendell, or Mark
Billingham you will be gripped by this exciting new crime fiction
writer. DEAD SECRET is the first in a new series of detective thrillers
featuring D.S. Ava Merry and D.I. Jim Neal. Ava Merry is a young
policewoman, recently promoted to detective sergeant. She is a fitness
fanatic with a taste for dangerous relationships. Jim Neal is a single dad
who juggles his devotion to his job with caring for his son. Set in the
fictional Northern city of Stromford, this detective mystery will have
you gripped from start to shocking conclusion.
After billionaire businessman Xavier Jones, a criminal mastermind
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involved in human trafficking, escapes during a raid, top Immigration
and Customs Enforcement agent Sonia Knight is forced to team up
with FBI agent Sam Callhan and together they go up against an even
more dangerous predator. Original.
Every family has its secrets… As the first anniversary of her marriage to
Vice President Nick Cappuano approaches, Lieutenant Sam Holland
is dreaming of Bora Bora—sun, sand and a desperately needed break
from the DC grind. But real life has a way of intervening, and Sam soon
finds herself taking on one of the most perplexing cases of her career.
Government worker Josh Hamilton begs Sam to investigate his
shocking claim that his parents stole him from another family thirty
years ago. More complicated still, his “father” is none other than the
FBI director. When a member of Josh’s family is brutally murdered,
Sam begins to question how deep the cover-up goes. Is it possible the
revered director was part of a baby-napping ring and others involved
are also targets? With a killer intent on deadly revenge and her team
still reeling from a devastating loss, Sam’s plate is full—and when
Nick and their son, Scotty, take ill, is her dream of a tropical
anniversary celebration in peril, too?
When Irene Rutledge, a brilliant and beautiful young graduate student,
meets the mysterious and fascinating Frank Mattison, the two soon fall
in love and marry, despite the warnings of Irene’s family and friends.
But after their marriage, dark secrets from Frank’s past emerge to
threaten their happiness, secrets that will lead to murder—and a
shocking and horrific conclusion . . . Craig Jones’s critically
acclaimed first novel, the Edgar Award-nominatedBlood Secrets
(1978), was a bestseller when originally published and has since been
acknowledged by many critics as a masterpiece of modern Gothic
fiction. This edition features a new preface by the author.
New York Times bestselling author Laura Griffin’s Desperate Girls is
a tightly wound, fast-paced romantic thriller that follows a desperate
woman on the run as she hides from a killer’s symbolic revenge
spree. Defense attorney Brynn Holloran is right at home among cops,
criminals, and tough-as-nails prosecutors. With her sharp wit and
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pointed words, she has a tendency to intimidate, and she likes it that
way. She’s a force to be reckoned with in the courtroom, but in her
personal life, she’s a mess. When a vicious murderer she once helped
prosecute resurfaces and starts a killing spree to wipe out those who put
him behind bars, one thing becomes clear: Brynn needs to run for her
life. When the police come up empty-handed, Brynn turns to a private
security firm for protection. But when she defies advice and gets
involved in the investigation, even the former Secret Service agent
assigned to protect her may not be able to keep her safe. With every
new clue she discovers, Brynn is pulled back into the vortex of a
disturbing case from her past. As the clock ticks down on a manhunt,
Brynn’s desperate search for the truth unearths long-buried secrets
and reignites a killer’s fury.
Help Wanted
Blood Secrets
Dead Secret
House of Secrets
Playing Dead

A note from Delia Blanchard So many things
have been happening here at our family's
mansion, I can't go home to Hawaii: I've
met my long-lost grandparents; learned the
woman shot to death in the library was my
aunt, not my mother; and been threatened
by a blackmailing loan shark! And Shaun
Murphy is back in my life—he was hired to
repair the damage after the shooting. He's
been rather distant with me, but I think,
with God's help, I can convince him to
help me track down my missing mother—and
perhaps give our love another chance, too.
Trapped in a madman’s castle, a young girl
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must fight to save her sanity Thunder
bellows as Jenny and her father pull up to
the gate of Worthington Hall. As they inch
onto the grounds of the ancient estate, a
disheveled young woman thrusts her head
through the open window. “Leave!” she
yells. “Before it’s too late! He’ll kill
you. I swear.” Jenny is terrified, but her
dad laughs it off. The girl is just an
actress—part of the medieval fair being
held on the castle grounds. But it’s not
long before Jenny wishes they’d heeded the
warning. The house is a drafty maze of
narrow hallways and dungeons. Jenny wants
to flee, but her father is intent on the
work he’s come to do. Soon the Worthington
family sets upon young Jenny, playing
twisted tricks on her until she forgets
what’s real. The Worthingtons play cruel
games—and if Jenny loses, it will mean her
life. This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Richie Tankersley Cusick
including rare photos and never-beforeseen documents from the author’s personal
collection.
"An amazing novel, one which interrogates,
with such controlled and beautiful
writing, what it means to be Southern.
Utilizing a unique form and a carefully
crafted mystery, Bobotis is a writer
capable of deep truths, and this novel
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announces her as a major voice." —Kevin
Wilson, author The Family Fang, Perfect
Little World, and Baby, You're Gonna Be
Mine Judith inherited all the Kratt family
had to offer — the pie safe, the copper
clock, the murder that no one talked
about. She's presided over the house quite
well, thank you very much, admittedly with
some help from her companion, Olva. But
her wayward younger sister suddenly
returns home after decades, sparking an
inventory of all that belongs to them. Set
in the hard-luck cotton town of Bound,
South Carolina — which the Kratts used to
rule but which now struggles to contain
its worst instincts — the new household
overflows with memories. Interweaving the
present with chilling flashbacks from one
fateful evening in 1929, Judith pieces
together a list of what matters.
Untangling the legacy of the family
misfortunes will require help from every
one of them, no matter how tight their
bond, how long they've called Bound home,
or what they own.
Fatal SecretsRandom House Digital, Inc.
“All Her Little Secrets is a brilliantly
nuanced but powerhouse exploration of
race, the legal system, and the crushing
pressure of keeping secrets. Morris brings
a vibrant and welcome new voice to the
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thriller space.” —Karin Slaughter, New
York Times and international bestselling
author In this fast-paced thriller, Wanda
M. Morris crafts a twisty mystery about a
black lawyer who gets caught in a
dangerous conspiracy after the sudden
death of her boss . . . A debut perfect
for fans of Attica Locke, Alyssa Cole,
Harlan Coben, and Celeste Ng, with shades
of How to Get Away with Murder and John
Grisham’s The Firm. Everyone has something
to hide... Ellice Littlejohn seemingly has
it all: an Ivy League law degree, a wellpaying job as a corporate attorney in
midtown Atlanta, great friends, and a “for
fun” relationship with a rich, charming
executive, who just happens to be her
white boss. But everything changes one
cold January morning when Ellice arrives
in the executive suite and finds him dead
with a gunshot to his head. And then she
walks away like nothing has happened. Why?
Ellice has been keeping a cache of dark
secrets, including a small-town past and a
kid brother who’s spent time on the other
side of the law. She can’t be thrust into
the spotlight—again. But instead of
grieving this tragedy, people are
gossiping, the police are getting
suspicious, and Ellice, the company’s lone
black attorney, is promoted to replace her
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boss. While the opportunity is a dreamcome-true, Ellice just can’t shake the
feeling that something is off. When she
uncovers shady dealings inside the
company, Ellice is trapped in an
impossible ethical and moral dilemma.
Suddenly, Ellice’s past and present lives
collide as she launches into a pulsepounding race to protect the brother she
tried to save years ago and stop a
conspiracy far more sinister than she
could have ever imagined…
FEATURED IN THE TIMES' BEST CRIME BOOKS
ROUND-UP 2021
All Her Little Secrets
Deadly Little Secrets
Deadly Illusion
Fatal Lies
Fairytales aren't supposed to end in murder She's hiding
a dangerous secret. He'll stop at nothing to keep her
safe...but can he stop himself from killing her? An
emotional, tension-filled forbidden romance that will keep
you on the edge of your seat until the very last page...
Jenna wasn't going to let the darkness of her past
prevent her from building the life she's always wanted,
so she put herself through college and moved to the
magnificent city of Chicago. But just when she thought all
her dreams were coming true, a shocking incident
shattered her fairy-tale life and now, she's hiding a
terrible secret-a secret that could cost her everything.
Damian is as gorgeous as he is mysterious, keeping his
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own dark secrets from everyone he meets. He never
thought he'd care about anything again...until he meets
Jenna. He knows letting her get close to him will put her
in danger, but when he suspects Jenna's in trouble,
there's only one thing that matters: protecting her at all
costs. Thrust into a terrifying nightmare where a threat
looms in every shadow, Jenna and Damian find
themselves in a race for survival. Soon, everyone Jenna
loves is in peril, and only the ultimate sacrifice can save
them... This book contains sensitive subject matter.?
Fatal Error
Her Deadly Secrets
A Fatal Secret (Ryder and Loveday, Book 4)
The Deepest of Secrets
Sudden Death
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